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Abstract— Selecting an optimal robot, its base pose, and
trajectory for a given task is currently mainly done by human
expertise or trial and error. To evaluate automatic approaches to
this combined optimization problem, we introduce a benchmark
suite encompassing a unified format for robots, environments,
and task descriptions. Our benchmark suite is especially useful
for modular robots, where the multitude of robots that can be
assembled creates a host of additional parameters to optimize.
We include tasks such as machine tending and welding in syn-
thetic environments and 3D scans of real-world machine shops.
All benchmarks are accessible through cobra.cps.cit.tum.de, a
platform to conveniently share, reference, and compare tasks,
robot models, and solutions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scientific research benefits when results are reproducible
and easily comparable to alternative solutions. For instance, in
computer science and robotics, computer vision benchmarks
like ImageNet [1] or MS-COCO [2] have brought tremendous
progress. One key feature is that they broke down visual
perception into tasks of varying difficulty, from single,
cropped frame labeling to detecting multiple objects. These
benchmarks certainly coincided with the resurgence of (deep)
learning and possibly enabled it in the first place [2]. An
area in robotics where multiple benchmarks exist is grasping
and/or bin picking [3]–[5]; more are discussed in [6, Tab. 1].
Especially Dex-Net [5] co-develops both novel solutions for
grasp planning and improving them through publishing data
sets for training and evaluation.

Within the motion planning community, only a few
benchmarks are established, e.g., by the creators of the
Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [7], [8]1, or Parasol2.
These are either limited to simple point-to-point planning or
only contain abstract planning problems without a specific
application. In contrast, a benchmark suite specialized in a
specific use case is CommonRoad for autonomous driving
[9] or MotionBenchMaker for manipulator motion planning
[6]. However, no benchmark suite exists for evaluating
optimal robots or modular robot assemblies for a given
task. We provide the first benchmark suite to compare
robots and modular robot assemblies in different real-world
environments for various cost functions. An example solution
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Fig. 1. A robot solving the machine tending task Liu2020/Case2b/Schunk_
IWB_CTX_300_linear_0 minimizing mechanical energy. The robot is
assembled with the module set R = IMPROV in the order M =
[1, 21, 4, 22, 5, 23, 12] and its end-effector follows the cyan path Teef .
An animation is available at cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/example.

to a benchmark task defined in a 3D-scanned environment is
shown in Fig. 1.

In our literature overview, we survey robot descriptions,
common robotic tasks in industry, and modular robot con-
figuration optimization; we also state the objectives of our
benchmark suite.

A. Related Work

1) Robot (Task) Description: An extensive and continu-
ously updated overview of domain-specific languages for
robotics is provided in [10]. However, we have not found a
common framework to describe (modular) robots, tasks, and
cost functions. Nonetheless, [11] inspired the extension of
our previous module description [12] detailed in Sec. III-A.

MoveIt! [13] is a common software stack for robotic motion
planning, which integrates OMPL [14] for planning within
the Robot Operating System (ROS) [15]. On top of MoveIt,
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TABLE I
COMMON ROBOT TASKS IN INDUSTRY WITH THEIR MARKET SHARE AND

PREDOMINANT ACTIONS [17, P. 14].

Task Market Share Predominant Actions

Handling / Tending 48.1 % PTP, Trajectory
Welding 15.7 % PTP, Trajectory
Assembly 11.0 % PTP, Trajectory, Force Control
Dispensing 5.1 % Trajectory
Predominant Processing 1.1 % Trajectory, Force Control
Other & Unspecified 19.0 % (Indeterminable)

the work in [16] creates solutions to many robotic tasks
with interdependent sub-tasks. Due to the deep integration in
MoveIt, their task description is not portable.

2) Typical Robotic Tasks: Our Composable Benchmark
(suite) for Robotics Applications (CoBRA) intends to capture
the variety of real-world applications a robot might encounter.
Based on an analysis of market shares of different applica-
tions in robotics from 2023 [17], these are still mainly in
manufacturing (see Tab. I). In [18], [19, Ch. 54.4] we found
descriptions of the type of actions mainly required for each
of these tasks. Most tasks can be broken down into point-
to-point movements (PTP), (fixed) Cartesian trajectories, or
force control. Some of these processes may need additional
feedback, e.g., from vision, which is needed for grasp
planning, quality assessment, and reworking.

3) Optimizing Modular Robots: One key aspect we address
with our benchmark suite is modular and/or reconfigurable
robotics [19, Ch. 22.2], where even small module sets
can be used to assemble millions of possible robots [20].
Recent solutions to find optimal assemblies have combined
hierarchical elimination with kinematic restrictions [12],
[20], genetic algorithms [21], heuristic search [22], and
reinforcement learning [23]. The above-mentioned methods
use modules and create modular robots with significantly
different properties. Comparisons of the above-mentioned
optimization methods are either not performed at all (e.g., [12],
[22]) or use re-implementations of other work and thereby
impair comparability [23]. Analyzing these optimizers on a
shared set of tasks and robots enables fair comparisons.

B. Contributions

We introduce CoBRA, a composable benchmark (suite) for
robotics applications, which tests the selection, synthesis, and
programming of robots based on well-defined environments,
(modular) robot models, and task descriptions. Perception of
and reaction to an unexpected environment are intentionally
left out for now to focus on evaluating robot assemblies
for the intended industrial tasks with known and controlled
environments.

Our benchmark suite strives for the same properties as [9]:

• Unambiguous: The entire benchmark settings can be
referred to by a unique identifier, and all details are
provided in manuals on our website.

• Composable: Splitting each benchmark into components
(robot model, tasks, and cost functions) allows one to
easily compose new benchmarks by recombining existing
components.

• Representative: Our benchmark suite contains real 3D
environments and hand-crafted tasks covering various
robotic tasks identified in the literature.

• Portable: All components of our benchmark suite
are described in the JSON format, which makes it
independent of specific platforms and programming
languages. An interface to URDF eases the integration
of the robots into different workflows.

• Scalable: Tasks can describe simple pick-and-place
tasks as well as complex tasks, such as polishing a
surface. Our robot description is valid for standard
serial kinematics and extendable to modular robots with
(multiple) closed kinematic chains and complex modules
with multiple bodies, joints, connection points, bases,
and end effectors.

• Open: Our benchmark suite is published in an open
format on our website free of charge. Benchmark
suggestions from the community are welcome.

• Independent: The benchmark descriptions are indepen-
dent of any tools or products, making them suitable for
any robot design and task.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we
provide the formal definitions of the optimization problem to
be solved in each benchmark. Next, in Sec. III, we describe
the implementation of the robots, cost functions, and task
descriptions. Lastly, in Sec. IV, we state our current approach
for task generation and provide an example.

II. TASK DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

Every benchmark B comprises a set of robot modules R
(possibly a single robot), a cost function with ID C, and a
task Θ. Each task itself includes obstacles Wocc, a set of
constraints C, and a set of goals G.

Within a given release of the benchmark suite, a benchmark
B can be written as

B = R : C : Θ. (1)

An example is R = Panda, C = cyc (cycle
time), Θ = Factory1 resulting in the benchmark ID
Panda:cyc:Factory1. As in CommonRoad [9], one can
integrate individual or novel module sets, cost functions,
or tasks and denote them by the keyword IND or indicate
modification by prefixing them with M-. Both IND and M-
need auxiliary explanations in the accompanying publications.
Collaborative robot tasks can also be described, where n ∈ N+

robots work in a common task Θ and each robot fulfills tasks
with its individual cost function C1 to Cn:

B = [R1, ...,Rn] : [C1, ..., Cn] : C-Θ. (2)

Note that the prefix C- of task Θ indicates that it is
collaborative. The prefix M- precedes C-.



TABLE II
AVAILABLE PROJECTIONS TO COORDINATES FROM [19, TAB. 1.2].

Projection Name Coordinates

Translation t(T) Cartesian [x, y, z]

Cylindrical [rcyl, θ, z]

Spherical [rsph, θ, φ]

Rotation R(T) XYZ fixed [r, p, y]

ZYX Euler [α, β, γ]

Axis-angle [nx, ny , nz , θR]

Quaternion [a, b, c, d]

A. Poses

Our benchmarks use poses T ∈ SE(3)3. We denote the
rotation matrix R in T as R(T) ∈ SO(3)3 and the translation
t in T as t(T) ∈ R3. With these, any point represented as
pa ∈ R3 in frame a is represented with respect to frame b
by:

pb = Ta
bpa = R(Ta

b )pa + t(Ta
b ) 4. (3)

To constrain and judge the distance between poses, we
use a notation similar to [24, Sec. IV.A]: For subsequent
formalizations, we introduce the mapping S : SE(3) 7→
Rn, n ∈ N+ and the shorthand ∆S(T,Td) = S(T−1d T)
to denote the difference between a pose T and a desired pose
Td ∈ SE(3) after applying S. S can be any combination of
the projections listed in Tab. II, e.g., the default mapping
S(T) = [x(T), y(T), z(T), θR(T)]T contains the three
Cartesian coordinates and the rotation angle about an axis
for any pose T.

Most real-world tasks accept some tolerance in execution so
that each coordinate i can vary between a minimum γmax

i ∈ R
and maximum value γmax

i ∈ R, respectively, which we denote
by the interval vector Γ(Td) = [γmin, γmax] ∈ R2×N . We
say T fulfills Td if ∆S(T,Td) ∈ Γ(Td). As an example,
one may want to constrain the end effector to be upright
(z-axis pointing upwards), which can be done by using a
desired pose Td = I4×4 (four-by-four identity matrix) in
the world frame, the projections S(T) = [r(T), p(T)]T , and
setting both intervals from γmin = −10−3 to γmax = 10−3.

B. Hybrid Motion Planning Problem

Our benchmark suite extends classical motion planning for
robotics [25], which only searches for a motion z(t) over
time t satisfying a set of goals G and constraints C, detailed
later on. We extend this planning problem by
• synthesizing robots from modules, resulting in a tuple of
n modules M = [m1, ...,mn], mi ∈ R to be assembled
for serial kinematics;5

• optimizing the base pose B ∈ SE(3) (see Sec. II-A).

3SO(3) is the special orthogonal group represented as 3 × 3 rotation
matrices; SE(3) = R3 × SO(3) represents both translations and rotations.

4We use points p = [px, py , pz ]T and their homogeneous extension p =

[px, py , pz , 1]T interchangeably so that pb = Tabpa =

[
Ra
b tab

0 1

][
pa
1

]
.

5Extensions to parallel kinematics are discussed in cobra.cps.cit.tum.de
→Documentation →Robot.

For a (rigid) robot with n ∈ N+ joints at time t, the state
of the robot is given by the joint configuration q(t) ∈ Rn
and its derivative q̇(t). The state changes by the commanded
accelerations q̈(t). We combine both in the state and input
vector z(t) = (q(t), q̇(t), q̈(t)). If unnecessary, we omit the
dependency on time. Based on the information provided
in the corresponding benchmark, we can construct a robot
model, including its kinematics and dynamics [12]. This
model includes functions to calculate the
• end effector pose Teef(q,M) ∈ SE(3) relative to the

base B [12]; for inverse solutions we use [19, Sec. 2.7];
• robot occupancy O(q,B,M) ⊂ P(R3), where P(•)

returns the power set of •;
• forward dynamics given control forces τ and the external

wrench fext(t): q̈ = dyn(q, q̇, τ , fext,B,M) [12];
• inv. dynamics τ = dyn−1(z, fext,B,M) [19, Ch. 3.5].
The functions defined above allow us to define cost

functions JC for each cost ID C. These evaluate a proposed
solution with its base pose B, module order M , and a
motion specified for the time interval [0, tN] (without loss of
generality, we set t0 = 0). For JC we add terminal costs ΦC
and the integral of running costs LC :

JC(z(t), tN,B,M) = ΦC(z(0), z(tN), tN,B,M)+∫ tN

0

LC(z(t′), t′,B,M)dt′. (4)

Formally, we define the hybrid motion planning problem as
finding a module order M∗, base placement B∗, and motion
vector z∗ minimizing a given cost function JC :

[M∗,B∗, z∗] = arg min
M,B,z

JC(z(t), tN,B,M) (5)

subject to ∀t ∈ [0, tN]:

q̈ = dyn(q, q̇, τ , fext,B,M) (6)
∀c ∈ C : c(z, t,B,M) ≤ 0. (7)

Initially, the robot must satisfy all constraints in C (see Sec. II-
C) and be stationary, i.e., z(0) = [q(0),0n,0n], where 0n is a
vector of n zeros. Note that if the available module set R only
includes one valid robot, and B is restricted to a single pose,
this hybrid motion planning problem is reduced to standard
motion planning for robotic manipulators. Subsequently, we
will introduce our definitions for constraints in C and goals
in G.

C. Constraints

We consider constraints that can be written as
c(z(t), t,B,M) ≤ 0, noting that equality can be ensured by
adding the partial constraints ci ≤ 0∧−ci ≤ 0. To incorporate
Boolean functions b in our constraint formulation, we use the
operator I(b), which evaluates to −1 if b is true and otherwise
to 1. We split C into constraints holding for an entire task
Θ, named CS , and those applying to a single goal Gi ∈ G
named Ci. Additionally, we introduce the
• robot Jacobian J(q) = dTeef (q)

dq ;

https://cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/robot
https://cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/robot


TABLE III
AVAILABLE CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS.

Constraint Constraint Function

Joint position limits q ≥ qmin ∧ q ≤ qmax

Joint velocity and
acceleration limits

|q̇| ≤ q̇max, |q̈| ≤ q̈max

Joint torque limits |dyn−1(z, fext,B,M)| ≤ τmax

End effector velocity ‖v‖2 ∈ [vmin, vmax],
‖ω‖2 ∈ [ωmin, ωmax]

Keep Teef close to Td ∆S(Teef ,Td) ∈ Γ(Td)

Fulfill all goals ∀Gi ∈ G ∃tf,i ∈ [0, tN]

Fulfill all goals in order ∀Gi, Gj ∈ G, i < j : tf,i < tf,j

No self-collision ∀l, l′ ∈ L, l 6= l′ : Õ(l) ∩ Õ(l′) = ∅

No collision O(q,B,M) ∩Wocc = ∅

Valid base pose Bgiven ∆S(B,Bgiven) ∈ Γ(Bgiven)

Valid assembly see Sec. III-A

• velocities of the end effector [v,ω] = J(q)q̇;
• occupancy of link l from set of robot links L as Õ(l);
• desired base pose with tolerance Bgiven.

For vectors v ∈ Rn, we denote the componentwise absolute
value as |v| and the 2-norm as ‖v‖2. The time to finish
a single goal Gi is tf,i. With these, we list the supported
constraints to formalize CS and Ci in Tab. III.

D. Goals

In every task Θ, all robots have to fulfill a set of n
goals G = {G1, ..., Gn}. As some goals are not fulfilled
instantaneous, we introduce the duration operator td(•) which
returns the length of •, such as a goal or trajectory, in
seconds. Each goal Gi ∈ G contains a set of constraint
functions Ci, a termination condition gi(z, t,B,M), and an
execution duration td(Gi). For convenience, we order the
goals such that Gi is fulfilled after Gi−1. A goal Gi is
fulfilled at time tf,i if gi(z, t,B,M) evaluates to true and
its constraints have been satisfied within its duration td(Gi):
∀t′ ∈ [tf,i − td(Gi), tf,i],∀c ∈ Ci : c(z(t′), t′,B,M) ≤ 0.

We introduce a small deviation ε = 10−3 and a Cartesian
trajectory T(t) describing desired poses for each time
step within [0, td(T(t)]). Some goals may have an explicit
duration, such as a pause for td seconds. Additionally,WA ⊂
P(R3) is a space to temporarily leave, e.g., the workspace
of a machine (see Sec. III-C). With these prerequisites, we
expect that termination conditions g for most tasks given in
Tab. I can be composed of the predicates in Tab. IV.

With respect to Tab. I, at and reach model simple PTP tasks.
The predicate followed allows one to define more complex
trajectories to be followed with precise timing. ReturnTo,
pause, and left specify synchronization with external events,
such as a CNC mill processing a placed part, without
restricting the robot to specific positions.

TABLE IV
AVAILABLE GOAL PREDICATES.

Goal Goal Predicate

at(Td,q) ∆S(BTeef(q,M),Td) ∈ Γ(Td)

reach(Td,q, q̇, q̈) at(Td,q) ∧ ‖q̇‖2 ≤ ε ∧ ‖q̈‖2 ≤ ε

followed(T(t),q, t) ∀t′ ∈ [0, td(T(t))] :
at(T(td(T(t))− t′),q(t− t′))

returnTo(Gi, t) ‖q(t)−q(tf,i)‖2 ≤ ε∧‖q̇(t)−q̇(tf,i)‖2 ≤ ε∧
‖q̈(t)− q̈(tf,i)‖2 ≤ ε

pause(q, td, t) ∀t′ ∈ [t− td, t] : ‖q(t′)− q(t)‖2 ≤ ε

left(WA,q, td, t) ∀t′ ∈ [t− td, t] : O(q(t′),B,M) ∩WA = ∅
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Fig. 2. Sketch of a module consisting of three ellipsoidal bodies b1, b2, b3,
each with a body-fixed frame. The bodies are connected via two joints
j1, j2 (empty circles), and the joint transformation TpTj1 (q)Tχ is shown
between b1 and b2. Each body has a connector σ1, σ2, σ3, and the pose
Tσ2b2

for connector σ2 is shown. Body b3 displays the transformation TCoM
b3

to its center of mass and T
Ob3
b3

to the ellipse describing its occupancy Ob3 .

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The next three subsections provide implementation details
for modeling robots, define cost functions, and describe how
tasks and proposed solutions are stored.

A. Robots

We propose a model description similar to the universal
robot description format (URDF)6 and alter it such that
modules mi, rather than assembled robots, are the basic
entities. Modules generalize our previous description from
[12], considering more than two rigid bodies b1,2 and a single
joint j1. They also integrate connectors σ, as introduced by
[11], to explicitly model valid assemblies.

Each module mi has a unique ID(mi) within a module
set R with a unique name(R). Any robot with mod-
ule order M can, therefore, be described as a string
name(R).[ID(m1, . . . ,mN)], see Sec. IV. CoBRA pro-
vides a web API to generate URDFs for any included robot7.

6wiki.ros.org/urdf/XML, accessed on Feb. 29th, 2024
7For example cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/urdf provides the URDF for

the robot in Fig. 1.

https://wiki.ros.org/urdf/XML
https://cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/urdf
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with two bodies
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Module with
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Fig. 3. Modules (left) and links in the assembled robot (right) from the
module set PROMODULAR with red lines marking the separation of bodies
in a module and blue lines separating a link in the assembled robot. Based
on [20, Fig. 1].

Similar to [11], [12], we compose modules of bodies bi
and joints. Fig. 2 illustrates a single module, and Fig. 3 is
an example of real modules assembled into a robot. Each
body bi specifies the dynamics, e.g., the center of mass CoM,
and the occupancy Obi , e.g., each ellipse in Fig. 2, of a rigid
body. Additionally, each module details how to connect it
to others via connectors σ. Each connector contains lists of
supported sizes ∈ P(R) and types ∈ P(string). Multiple
sizes realize module designs where adjacent sizes can fit
together, but not all combinations are valid; similarly, multiple
types enable the construction of modules that fit with multiple
connection designs. Note that bodies from multiple modules
are connected rigidly and together form a link, as known,
e.g., from URDF; the joints within any module separate links.
We denote the set of links in the assembled robot as L.

A robot assembly is valid if connectors match, i.e., they
share at least a common entry in their respective size and type
lists, and their genders are both hermaphroditic (gender-less)
or opposing (male/female). This matching extends the one
based on gender alone, as introduced in [11]. Additionally,
each connector σ defines its pose relative to the body frame bi
as Tσ

bi
, shown for b2 in Fig. 2. If two connectors σA,B with

pose TσA

A ,TσB

B , relative to body A and B, are connected
during assembly, their x-axes align, and their z-axes are anti-
parallel. For each valid assembly of modules, we can generate
kinematic, dynamic, and collision models8. As in [11], an
unlimited number of connectors on a module enables us to
also model robots with branching or closed kinematic chains8.

A joint ji connects two bodies, referred to as parent p
and child χ. Each joint ji needs three transformations: Tp

from the parent p to the joint frame, the joint transformation
Tji(q, type) and Tχ, from the joint to the child χ. The most
common type of joint is revolute, where Tji(q, revolute) is
a single rotation about the z-axis of the joint frame by the
angle q. An example is visualized between body b1 and b2
in Fig. 2. In addition, we also model the drivetrain dynamics
for joints, with gear ratio k, motor side inertia Im, Coulomb
and viscous friction fc, fv, respectively. These result in an

8cobra.cps.cit.tum.de →Documentation →Robot

[1] task

[1] header

[1] taskID: string

[1] version: string

[1..] author: List[string]

[0..] tags: string = []

[1] date: string yyyy-MM-dd

[0..1] gravity: R3 = [0, 0,−9.81]T

[0..] obstacles

[0..] constraints

[1..] goals

[1] ID: string

[1] type: {at, reach, returnTo, pause,

follow, leave}

[1] parameter (specific to type)

Fig. 4. Abbreviated structure of the task object. For each attribute, we
provide ranges for the number of allowed elements. Fields with a lower
bound of 0 elements are optional and come with default values. Fields that
allow more than one element are arrays. For each primitive field, the type is
given after a colon. The complete version, including all fields and drafted
extensions, is published on our website10.

additional torque τi in joint ji [26, Ch. 7]

τi = Imk
2 q̈i + fv q̇i + fc sign(q̇i). (8)

Currently, we provide the set of robot modules IMPROV

based on Schunk’s LWA 4P [12] and PROMODULAR from [20].
Additionally, we provide standard industrial robots, such as
Franka Emika’s Panda, with dynamic parameters identified
in [27] as a point of reference.

B. Cost Functions

We include cost functions used in (modular) robot optimiza-
tion from the literature in CoBRA. In general, they can be
split into atomic functions that map a robot and/or its motion
to a scalar value or compound functions that weigh multiple
atomic functions. A detailed description of all available costs
can be found on our website9.

In our example in Sec. IV, we use atomic costs describing
the robot mass (Jm) in kilograms, number of actuated
joints (JnumJ), the time it takes to move the robot (JT)
in seconds and the mechanical energy required (JmechE)
in joules. In addition, we evaluated two combined cost
functions: Liu2 weighs mechanical energy and execution
time so that JLiu2 = JmechE + 0.2 JT [20, Sec. IV B] and
Whit2 the number of actuated joints and the robot mass so
that JWhit2 = 0.025JnumJ + 0.1 Jm [23, Tab. 1]. Any other
weighted sum of N cost functions can be abbreviated as
[(J1|w1), ..., (JN |wN )] to define a total JC =

∑N
i=1 wiJi.

C. Tasks

The structure of a task is shown in Fig. 4, describing its
obstaclesWocc, constraints C (Sec. II-C) and goals G (Sec. II-
D). A task ID and a benchmark version uniquely identify each
task. Additionally, it contains contact information from the

9cobra.cps.cit.tum.de →Documentation →Solution
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https://cobra.cps.cit.tum.de/ICRA24/solution


[1] Solution

[1] taskID: string

[1] version: string

[1] costFunction: string

[1] moduleSet: string

[1..] moduleOrder: module_id

[1] basePose: pose

[1] trajectory of state and input

[1] t: RN

[1] q: RN×DoF

[1] dq: RN×DoF

[1] ddq: RN×DoF

[1] goal2time: Dict(goal_ID → time)

Fig. 5. Abbreviated structure of the solution object for a robot with a
single kinematic chain following the notation from Fig. 4. The complete
version is published on our website9.

authors, tags for semantic searches, and a date of publishing.
The complete description can be found on our website10.

Obstacles are stationary parts of the environment, such
as machines or columns, that are placed at a pose relative
to the world frame and are represented by collision and
optional visual geometries. Those two geometries enable
efficient collision checking on simpler over-approximations
while keeping fidelity for visualization if needed.

For every constraint and goal, the task must reference the
specific functions in Sec. II-C, II-D via a type and provide
their parameters, such as
• poses (with tolerances) T (or an array of these to

follow)10);
• references Gi to other goals via their ID;
• scalars, such as, duration td for pause or vmin, vmax for

end-effector constraints;
• arrays of goal IDs to fulfill in order;
• regions WA, which can be specified as any geometry,

as defined for an obstacle.
The solution structure for a robot with a single kinematic

chain is provided in Fig. 5. It specifies the task Θ by its ID
and benchmark version, the ID of the used cost function C,
and a robot via module set R, module order M∗, and base
pose B∗. The solving state and input vector z∗ as defined
in (5) is also given. It contains a sequence of N samples of
z = [q, q̇, q̈] at times in t. For each goal in a task Gi ∈ G,
goal2time states its final time tf,i.

Any solution can be submitted to our website where we
check whether it solves the specified task Θ while satisfying
the constraint set C. Valid solutions will be published together
with the provided author information and can be queried, e.g.,
for used cost functions or final cost.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Following (1), we compare solutions to benchmarks with
• module sets R ∈ {PROMODULAR, Panda, IMPROV},
• cost function IDs C ∈ {mechE,Whit2,Liu2}, and

10cobra.cps.cit.tum.de →Documentation →Task

TABLE V
MINIMAL SOLUTION COSTS FOR THE EXAMPLE TASK WITH DIFFERENT

ROBOTS.

Cost Ji (from III-B) PROMODULAR Panda IMPROV

JmechE 1194.6 255.7 383.5

JWhit2 2.085 1.84 1.522

JLiu2 1198.8 260.7 386.4

• a single task Θ = Liu2020/Case2b/Schunk_IWB_
CTX_300_linear_0.

Within Θ, the goals G require the robot to move in and
out of a 3D-scanned CNC machine. We include joint limits
(in position and torque), no (self-)collisions, and a fixed goal
order as constraints C (Sec. II-C). An example solution is
shown in Fig. 1 and all solutions are on our website11.

Tab. V summarizes the minimal costs Ji of the generated
solutions for a robot from each set R over ten generated
trajectories. All solution trajectories were generated with
OMPL’s RRT-Connect implementation12 and adhere to the
constraints given in Θ.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addressed the problem of finding optimal robotic
solutions for industrial tasks using conventional and modular
robots. We propose a novel framework that integrates motion
planning and modular robot optimization, which together can
be evaluated on a set of realistic tasks in our benchmark suite
CoBRA available at cobra.cps.cit.tum.de. It is a place to share
the generated solutions to the proposed tasks and distribute
novel tasks highlighting the properties of different optimizers.
The documentation of CoBRA includes detailed descriptions
of the abstract objects described within this paper.

Specifically, CoBRA focuses on industrial settings with
well-known environments based on synthesized obstacles
or 3D scans of actual factory environments. In particular,
we include the inherent flexibility in many tasks, such as
rotational symmetries of tools, tolerances in execution, or
flexibility in the position of the robot’s base, into the motion
planning problem. Executable robot models are available
using Timor [28], including kinematics, dynamics, and
collision checking.
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